Learning Objective
To create a colour wheel to recognise that light contains
a spectrum of colours.

Resources Required
•
ACTIVITY 2.2
MAKE-YOUR-OWN
COLOUR WHEEL

From Chapter Two of the Deep
Space Diary discoverydiaries.org/
activities/make-your-own-colourwheel/

LEARNING LEVEL
KS2, P5-7, Y4-6

CURRICULUM LINKS &
DIFFERENTIATION IDEAS
View detailed curriculum links
for England, Scotland, Northern
Ireland and Wales in the Teacher
Toolkit, plus differentiation ideas
for your region and year level.
discoverydiaries.org/resources/
teacher-toolkit/

Smartphone/device or computer to access Zap code
(optional)

•

Cardboard

•

White paper

•

Compass and protractor

•

Scissors

•

Glue

•

Coloured pencils or paint

•

String

Background to this Activity
This activity allows students to explore how white light
is made up of colours, and therefore how it can be
split into the spectrum. It will prepare students for the
activities in Chapter 5, which introduces the concept of
spectroscopy and how this science can be used to help
us learn about the Universe, with the help of telescopes
like Webb.

Running the Activity
Begin by reviewing what students know about the light
spectrum. Ask students questions about colour: what
different colours are there? Can you combine colours
and what happens if you do combine them? If available,
use filters to demonstrate how combining different
colours can have different results.
Next, ask students: what colour is light? Discuss – this
could be made more interactive by having pieces of

paper around the room (the seven colours of the rainbow
and white) and asking students to move to the space
near the colour they think is light.
You don’t need to tell students the answer at this stage
but can tell them you will return to this question at the
end of the lesson.
Ask students: how many colours are in a rainbow? Make
links to rainbows and ask for suggestions about how
the colours of the spectrum can be remembered e.g. a
mnemonic like Richard Of York Gave Battle In Vain.
Explain that the task of the lesson is to make a colour
wheel to explore what happens when the colours in the
spectrum are mixed.
Gather resources and follow the instructions on the
worksheet.
At the end of the session, ask the question: What colours
make white light? Through discussion, guide students to
the conclusion that white light is made up of the colours
of the spectrum.

Solution to this Activity
The equation to be used in Step Two is:
360 ÷ 7 = 51 (rounded to the nearest whole number)

Questions for the Class
•
•
•
•
•
•

What are the colours in the spectrum?
How can we remember these?
What colours make up white light?
When do we see the different colours of light in
nature?
CHALLENGE: Are these the only colours in the
spectrum? Why do you think this?
CHALLENGE: Why do we see the colours of the
spectrum in a rainbow?

Additional Challenges / Extension Activities

presentation or as bundles of images.

Make your own spectrometer: https://www.stem.org.
uk/resources/elibrary/resource/28165/make-your-ownspectrometer

ACTIVITY 2.2
MAKE-YOUR-OWN
COLOUR WHEEL

From Chapter Two of the Deep
Space Diary discoverydiaries.org/
activities/make-your-own-colourwheel/

LEARNING LEVEL

Explore why the sky is blue. Follow the instructions and
demonstration here: https://www.stem.org.uk/elibrary/
resource/29943

Ideas for Differentiation
Support:

•

Circles could be provided rather than require
students to draw and cut out their own circles.

•

Lines could be pre-marked on the circles if students
do not have experience in using a protractor (angle
measurer).

KS2, P5-7, Y4-6

Challenge:

CURRICULUM LINKS &
DIFFERENTIATION IDEAS
View detailed curriculum links
for England, Scotland, Northern
Ireland and Wales in the Teacher
Toolkit, plus differentiation ideas
for your region and year level.
discoverydiaries.org/resources/
teacher-toolkit/

•

Students could be given a template to draw
around to create a circle instead of using a pair of
compasses.

•

Students could be given the angle they need to draw
if they struggle to use a protractor accurately.

Useful Links
How to make a colour wheel: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=7iV1m4j2wJQ

ZAP! Students can independently access multimedia

resources using the Zappar mobile/tablet app. See
Zappar instructions at the link below and note that the
mobile/tablet will need to be on a WIFI connection:
discoverydiaries.org/toolkit/discovery-diaries-zapparinstructions/
If you don’t have access to the internet in the classroom,
all Zap code content is available to download on the
activity’s web page (see link to the left) as a PowerPoint

Find more great space-themed STEM resources at
https://www.stem.org.uk/esero

